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INTRODUCTION 
'l'lus Bibliography of Aeronautics for 1928 covers the aeronautical 
literat1.ue published from January 1 to December 31, 1928. The 
first Bibliography of Aeronautics was published by the Smithsonian 
Institution as volume 55 of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec-
tions and covered the material published prior to June 30, 1909. 
Supplementary volumes of the Bibliography of Aeronautics for the 
subsequent years have been published by the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics. The last preceding volume was for the 
calendar year 1927. 
As in the previous volumes, citations of the publications of all 
nations are included in the languages in which these publications 
originally appeared. The arrangement is in dictionary form with 
author and subject entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. 
Detail in the matter of subject reference has been omitted on account 
of the cost of presentation, but an attempt has been made to give 
sufficient cross reference for research in special lines. 
JOSEPH S. AMES, 
Ohairman National Advisory Oommittee jor Aeronautics. 
DECEMBER 16, 1929. 
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Aer. Eng. Suppl. The Aeroplane _____ _ 
Aeron. Journ ____________ _ 
Aeronautics. Techn. Rep. Aer. Res. 
Com. 
The Aeroplane-- . . . Aeronautical 
Engineering Supplement to The 
Aeroplane, London . 
Aeronautical Journal, London. 
Aeronautics. Technical Reports of the 
Aeronautical Research Committee, 
London. 
Amer. Mach ________________________ American Machinist, New York. 
Amer . Gas. Eng. Journ _____ ____ ____ _ American Gas Engineering Journal , 
New York. 
Amer. Journ. Sociology ______________ American Journal of Sociology, Chicago. 
Atti Assoc. Ital. Aerotecn ___________ _ Atti dell'Associazione Italiana di Aero· 
technica, Roma. 
Aut. Eng ___________________________ Automotive Engineering, New York. 
Aut. Mot. Flugw ____________________ Automobil-Motorrad-Flugwcsen, Berlin. 
Ann. Soc. Met. France _______________ Annuaire, Societe MeMorologique de 
France, Paris . 
Automotive Ind _____________________ Automotive Industries, New York. 
Aviat. Aer. Eng _____________ ________ Aviation and Aeronautical Engineering, 
Bull. Aero-Club Suissc ______________ _ 
Bull. Exper. Dcpart. Airplanc Eng. 
Div. 
New York. 
Bulletin, Aero Club Suissc, Bcl'l1c. 
The Bulletin oC the Expcrimental De-
partment, Airplane Engincering Divi-
sion , U. S. A., Dayton, Ohio. 
Bull. Soc. Enc. Ind. NaL ____________ Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement 
C. R. Acad. ScL __________ _ 
Deutsche Luftf. Zeitschr_ 
pour l'Industrie Nationale, Paris. 
_ Compte Rendus Hebdomadaires des 
seances de l'academie des Sciences, 
Paris. 
Deutsche Luftfahrcr Zeitschrift, Berlin . 
Electr. Railw. Jour __________________ Electric Railway Journal, New York. 
Jour. Amer. Soc. Mech. Eng __________ Journal of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, New York. 
Journ. lnst. Electrical Engineers ______ Journal of the Institute of Electrical 
Engineers, New York . 
Journ. Frankl. InsL _________________ Journal of the Franklin Institute, 
Philadelphia. 
Journ. Mil. Servo Inst _______________ Journal of the Military Service Institu-
Journ . Roy. Aer. Soc __ 
tion, Governors Isl!J,nd, New York. 
Journal of the Royal Aeronautical So-
ciety, London. 
Journ. Roy. Soc. Arts ___ __ _ 
_ Journal of the Royal Societ.y of Arts, 
London. 
Journ. Soc. Automotive Engineers ____ _ 
Journ. United States Art ____________ _ 
Mech. Eng __ _ 
Journal of the Society of Automotive 
Engineers, New York. 
Journal of the United States Artillery, 
Fortress Monroe, Va. 
Mechanical Engineering, New York. 
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ington, D. C. 
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of Elcctrical Engineers, New Yor k. 
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I BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS, 1928 
By PAUL BROCKETT 
A 
A. B. C. The A. B. C. Hornet engine. 
The Aeroplane, Vol. 35, No.7 (Aug. 15, 1928), London, p. 328, ill. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 33 (Aug. 16, 1928), London, pp. 702- 705, ill., diagr. 
AC. The AC fuel supply system. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No. 4 (April, 1928), New York, p. 594, ill., diagr. 
A. D . C. The A. D . C. "Cirrus" Mark III engine. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 35 (Aug. 30, 1928), London, pp. 747-748, ill. 
ABBOT, CHARLES GREELEY. (Langley-Wright.] 
Journ . Roy. Aer. Soc., Vol. 32, No. 210 (June, 1928) , London, pp . 422-423. 
The relations between the Smithsonian I nstitution and the Wright 
brothers. 
Smithsonian Miscollaneons Collections, Vol. 81, No.5 (Publication 2977), Washi ngton 
published by tho Smithsonian Institution , Septembor 29, 1928, p. 27. 
See Wright biplane: The original Wright biplane. 
ABBO'!'T, E. H. Graf Zeppelin. 
Outlook, Vol. 150 (Nov. 7, 1928), New York, p. 1120. 
ABERDEEN, S. D. See Bennett, A. E.: Airport located at fair grounds, 
Aberdeen, S. D. 
ACAMPORA, LUIGI. Una formula di elassifieazione dei velivoli mereantili. 
IV Congresso Internazionale di Navlgazione Aerea, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. II, Roma, 
1928, pp. 7-11. 
ACCELERATION measure. See Mayer, Fritz: Ein Dreikomponenten-Besehleuni-
gungsmesser fUr Luftfahrzeuge. 
ACCELEROGRAPH. AeeeIerographe H. M. P. 
La Nature, No. 2778 (ler f6v . 1928), Paris, p. 187, ill. 
--Mesure en vol des deformations des avions. 
La Nature, No. 2782 (ler avril 1928), Paris, p. 329. 
ACCELEROMETER. Un aecelerometre a maximum. 
L' A6ronautique, lOme ann~e, No. 107 (avril 1928), Paris, p. 129, ill. 
ACCESSORIES. See Lame, M.: Les aeeesoires standardisation et unification-
les eahiers des charges. 
ACCIDENTS. Accidents to aeroplanes involving flutter of the wings. Report of 
the accidents investigation subcommittee. 
Aeronautics . Techn. Rep. Aer. Res. Comm. 102(}--27, London, 1928, pp. 44H67, ills., 
diagrs. 
Analysis of aircraft accidents. 
Air Corps Information Circular, Vol. 7, No. 633 (Nov. 24, 1928), Washington, United Statos 
Government Printing Ollee, 1928, pp. 7, diagrs. 
3 
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4 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS , 1928 
ACCIDEN'rs. Aviation hazards. 
Scionce n. s, Vol. 67, supp\. 12 (April 20, 1928), New York. 
Flying is safer. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 97 (May 19, 1928), Now York, p. 22. 
How a paraffin coat prevented a transatlantic flight. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 99 (Nov. 24,1928), New York, pp. 52-54. 
Statistics on commercial aircraft fatal it ies. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.1 (Jan. 1928), New York, p. 40. 
Too many flying accidents . 
Literary Digest, Vol. 99 (Oct. 27, 1928), New York, p. 17, ill. 
See Bramson, M. L.: Safety devices for aircraft. 
S ee Clevenger, Pilot: Airplane accidents. 
See Gymnich, Alfried: FlugunfiWe, Sac'hverstiind igenurtei le und Presse . 
See Ital ia: La catastrophe de "1'Ital ia." 
See National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics : Report No . 308. 
Ai rerafL accidents. Method of analysis. Report prepared by specia l COll1-
mititee on the nomenclature, subdivision n,ncl classification of a ircra ft 
accidents. 
See Safety: S6curit6 de l'avia tion commerciale. 
ACCORINTI, VIN CENZO. Importanza del se nso cli movimenLo rotatorio in avia-
zione. Esperienze su sordomuti. 
IV Congresso Internszionale di Nnvigazione Acren, Roma,24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. IV, Roms 
1928, pp. 405-499. 
ACOSTA, BERT. Hect.ic seconds in the cockpit. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 97 (May 121928), New York, pp. 66-69. 
Acous1'ICS. See Sati\-Kozi: Ensuigata-Rappa no onkyogakutekino seisitu ni 
tuite. (On the acoustical propertics of conical horns.) 
ADER, CLEMENT. Un prccursorc: Clement Adcr. 
Riv ista Aeronautica, Anno 4, N . 1 (Oen. 1928), Roma, pp. 185- 187, ill. 
ADLER, LEONARDO. Critcri per l'impianto di acroport.i civili nellc ciLta.. 
IV Congresso InternszionaJe di Navigaziono Acren, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. 11 , Roma, 
1928, pp. 12-25, ills., maps. 
A"ERO-CLUB nE FRANCE. Le VIe congres des soci6t6s affiliees a. I' A6ro-Cl ub de 
France a Lyon, les l er, 2 et 3 mars 1928. 
L' A6ropbile, 36e annoo, Nos. 5-6 (ler-15 mars 1928), Paris, pp. 73,95, port. 
AEHOBATICS. See Stewart, Oliver: Acrobatics; it simple explanation of aerial 
evolutions. 
AERODROMES. See Airports. 
AEHODYNAMICS. See Blenk, H. : Gegenwartsfragen der Acroclynamik. 
See Diehl, Walter Stuart : Engineering aerodynamics. 
See Drag: Profil Widcrstandmessungen im Flugc. 
See Eula, Antonio: n calcolo dell'autonomia dell'aeroplano con vento. 
See Fage, A.: The connection between lift and circulation for an inclined 
flat plate. 
See Fage, A.: The flow of air and of an inviscid fl uid around an elliptic 
cylinder and an aero foil of infinite span, especially in the r egion of t he 
forward st agnation point. 
1 
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AERODYNAMICS. See Fage, A.: On the flow of air behind an inclined flat plate 
of infinite span. 
See Fage, A., and F. C. Johansen: The structure of vortex sheets. 
See Huguenard, E., A. Magnan et A. Sainte-Lague: Sur un determination 
experimentale de Ill. polaire d'un avion et d'un oiseau en vol. 
See Irving, H. B., A. S. Batson, and C. H. Burge: The effects of stagger and 
gap on the aerodynamic properties of biplanes at large angl~s of incidence. 
See Jones, B. Melvill: Preliminary experiments on two-dimensional flow 
round bodies moving through a stationary fluid. 
See Jurieff, B. N., and N. P. Lessnikowa: Aerodynamical investigations. 
See Lachmann, G.: The span as a fundamental factor in airplane design. 
See Lamb, H.: A paradox in fluid motion. 
See Lepere, G.: Les cellules les progres de l'aerodynamique et leurs appli-
cations pratiques. 
See Maccoll, John W.: Aerodynamics of a spinning sphere. 
See Pascal, M.: SuI profilo laminare rcttilineo. 
See Raimondi, Emanuele: L'aerodinamica teorica. 
See Rothe, E.: Aerologie et aerodynamique. 
See Roy, Maurice: A propos du champ aerodynamique autour d'une aile 
sustentatrice. 
See Thorn, A.: The pressures round a cylinder rotating in an air current. 
See Toussaint, A.: L'aviation actuelle; etude aerodynamique et essais des 
avions; l'aviation actuelle et la securite. 
See Warner, Edward Pearson: Airplane design aerodynamics. 
See Wieselsbcrger, C., and T. Asano: Dctermination of the air forccs and 
momcnts produced by the ailcrons of an airplane. 
AEROFOILS. See Airfoils. 
AERO LOGY. See Aime, Emmanuel: Aerologie. 
See Camiciotti, Dante: Le stazioni aerologiche sperimentali. 
See Rothe, E.: Aerologie et aerodynamique. 
AERONAUTICAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN AMERICA. Wings! The story of 
flying, Aircraft Yearbook, 1927. 
New York City. 1927, pp. 396. 
AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRIES. Aeronautical Industries, Inc. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 26 (June 25,1928), New York, pp. 1843, 1856-1860, ill. 
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COMMI'l"l'EE. Aeronautics. Technical report of the 
Aeronautical Research Committee for the year 1927- 28. Vol. 1. Aero-
dynamics (Model and full scale). Vol. II. Stability and control, autogiros, 
materials, engines, etc. . 
London, His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1928, pp. viii, 946, ix-xv. 
Report for the year 1927- 28. 
London, H. M. Stationery Office, 1928, pp. 63. 
Reviewed under: Research in Aeronautics, Nature, Vol. 122, No. 30n (Oct. 20, 1928), London 
pp. 630-631. 
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AERONAUTICS: See National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics: Aeronautics. 
Fourteenth annual report of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, 1928. Administrative report without technical reports. 
AFRICA. Across Africa by light aeroplane. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 16 (Apr. 19, 1928), London, pp. 265-267, ill. 
African air routes. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 31 (Aug. 2, 1928), London, p. 665. 
Africarr survey fl ight. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 25 (June 21, 1928), Londou, pp. 461-462, map. 
Old airplanes find queer last hangars in Africa. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 07 (April 7, 1928), New York, p. 75. 
The Portuguese flight to Africa. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 46 (Nov. 15,1928), Londou, pp. 983-984, map. 
See Cobham, Alan : African survey flight. 
See Cobham, Alan: Internation~l air communications. Sir Alan Cob-
ham's circuit of Africa on the Short Rolls-Royce all-metal fly ing boat. 
See Fulahn: Flying in the wilds. East Africa may yet lead the world in 
pri vate flying. 
See Heath, Lady: Flying across Africa. 
AG IUCUL'l'URE. Crop survey by airplane. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 99 (No". 10, 1928), New York, pp. 22-23, ill. 
AIlLBOHN, F. Die Abliisungst.heorie cler Grenzschichten und die Wirbelbildung. 
Jahrbuch der WiS8en~rhaft1ichen Ges~lIschart riir Lurtrahrt E. v. ( \\'01.,) 1027, j\llinchen 
tlnd TIerlin, Verlag Von H. Oldenbotlrg, pp. 171- 188, ill. 
AILEHONS. See Betz, A. : Zur Theorie del' Querruder. 
See De Havilland: Concerning the De Havilland differential ailcron. 
See Havilland: Ailerons diffcrentiels de Havilland. 
See Thoret: Un record de battements d'ailerons . 
See Wieselsberger, C., and T. Asano: Determination of the ai r forces and 
moments produced by the ailerons of an airplane. 
An1E, EMMANUEL. Aerologie. 
L'A~rophile, 36e ann~e, Nos. 15-24 (ler-15 sout-Ier-15 d~e. 1928), Paris, pp. 236, 261, 292, 
338, 363-364. 
AIR: See Bilancioni, Guglielmo: Svolgimento storico del concetto di "aria." 
AIR AND RAIL. The U. S. combined air and rail venture. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 25 (June 21, 1928), London, p . 466. 
AIR ASSOCIATES. Air Associates have methodized av iation commerce. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 13, No.1 (July 1928), New York, pp. 58, 69, iI1. 
AIR currents. See Linke, F.: Luftstromungen uber Bergrucken. 
AIR engineer. See Engineer: Air or ground engineer. 
AIR filters. See Mirguet, Henri: Un epurateur d'air pour moteurs d'avions 
"Le Filtrair." 
AIR flow. See Weick, Fred E.: The effect of the Sperry Messenger fu selage on 
the air flow at t he propeller plane. 
AIR KING. Model 28 Air King. 
Acro Digcst, Vol. 13, No 4 (Oct. 1928), New York, p. 758, ill. 
AIR resistance. See Grouard, A.' De la resistance de l'air au mouvement des 
proj ectiles. 
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AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING RESEARCH CONFERENCE. S ee National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics: Third annual Aircraft Engineering Research 
Conference under the auspices of Kational Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, Langley Field, Virginia, May 15, 1928. Including program. 
AIRFOILS. See Batson, A. S., A. S. Halliday, and A. L. Maidens : The distribu-
tion of pressure over a monoplane and a biplane with wings of unequal 
chord and equal span. 
S ee Bradfield, F. B.: Scale effect on three acrofoils at low values of LV, 
R. A. F., 32, Gottingen 433, and Gottingen 410 with 2 per cent centre line 
camber. 
See Bradfield, F. B., and K . W. Clark: Wind-tunnel tests of aero foil 
R. A. F. 36. 
-- See Caldwell, F. W. : Section properties of a series of airfoils suitable for 
propeller design. 
S ee Davies, H., and F. B. Bradfield: Wind-tunnel test of aerofoil M.2. 
S ee Davies, H.: Wind-tunnel test of aerofoil R. A. F. 34. 
See Glauert, H.: The effect of compressibility on the lift of an aero roil. 
See GJauert, H.: ThC'oretical relationships for an aero foil with hinged flap. 
See Handley Page: Tests OG IIandley Page aerofoils A. 1 and R. A. F. 3l. 
S ee Irving, H. B., A. S. Batson and D. H. Williams : Model experiments 
on R. A. F . 31 aerofoil with Handley Page slot. 
-- See Irving, H. B., and A. S. Batson: Rolling experiments on an aerofoil of 
R. A. F . 32 section . 
-- See Lock, C. N . H., II. C. H. Townsend, and A. G. Gadd: Wind-tunnel 
experiments on a symmetrical aerofoil (Gottingen 429 Section). 
-- See Loew, Gottfried: Contribution to the systematic investigation of 
Joukowsky profiles. 
-- See National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics : Report No. 286. 
Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils.- V. 
-- See Perring, W. G. A.: The theoretical pressure distribution around 
J oukowski aerofoils. 
__ See Perring, W. G. A., and G. P. Douglas: Wind-tunnel experiments on 
on the effect on the maximum lift of withdrawing and discharging air from 
the upper surface of an aerofoil. 
-- See Reid, Elliot G., and M. J. Bamber: Preliminary investigation on 
boundary layer control by means of suction and pressure with the U. S. A. 
27 airfoil. 
-- See Rhode St. Genese, Brussels: Results of aerodynamic tests on slotted 
airfoils in the aerotechnical laboratory (S. T. Ae.) of Rhode St. Genese, 
Brussels. 
-- See Sasaki, Tatudiro: On the flow past a Joukowsky's aerofoil in a wind 
tunnel. 
__ See Shirmanow, P. M.: 1. Yawing moment at an isolated air-foil. II. 
Test of an air-foil at angles of incidence from 0° to 360°. 
See Stanton, T. E.: A high-speed wind channel for tests on aerofoils. 
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AIRFOILS. See Van der Hegge Zynen, B. G.: Some experiments on the distribu-
tion of velocity, pressure, and total-head ill the neighborhood of an aerofoil 
for two-dimensional ·flow. 
See Wings. 
See Zahm, Albert Frances, and R. M. Bear: A study of wing flutter. 
AIRMASTER. Airmaster monoplane. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 13, NO.4 (Oct. 1928), New York, P. 752, ill. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 20 (Nov . 10, 1928), New York, pp. 1486, 1508, 15Hi, ill. 
AIRPLANES. Monoplane or biplane? 
LiLerary Digest, Vol. 96 (Feb. 18, 1928) , New York, pp. 58-60. 
AIRPORTS. Aerodromes of England. 
F light, Vol. 20, No. 18, 33 (May 3, Aug . 16, 1928), London, pp. 306-306, 707- 708, map. 
Aeroporti e aviazione oceanica. 
R ivisLa AeronauLlca, Anno 4, N. 3 (Marzo 1928) , Roma, pp. 591-596, iils. 
Un aeropuerto internacional. 
Ib6rica, Ano 15, N um. 753 (24 nov. 1928), Darcclona, PP. 306-307. 
Circular airports. 
Scient. Amer., Vol. 138 (May 1928), New York, p. 446, ill . 
The draining of aerodromes. 
The aeroplane, Vol. 34, No.6 (Feb . 8, 1928) , London, p. 176, ill. 
How important c~ties are solving the municipal airport problem. 
American City, Vol. 39 (Oct. 1928), New York, PI>. 116-118, ill., map. 
I nternational aero station. 
Pop. Moch., Vol. 50 (Aug. 1928), Cbicago, pp.234-235, ill. Literary Digest, Vol. 98 (Aug. 
11,1928), New York, p. 17. 
Modern airports. 
Scient. Amer . Vol. 139 (Nov. 1928), New York, pp. 46&-469, plans. 
Pour guider les etudes d'aeroports. 
L'A6ronautique, IOmeann6e, No. 105 (f6v. 1928), Paris, pp. 51-54, ill. 
See Adler, Leonardo: Criteri per l'impianto di aeroporti civili nelle citta. 
See Albertazzi, A.: Di un secondario problema per ricovero di idrovolanti 
a Genova. 
See Anderson, John W.: Portland's island airport. 
See Angell, N. H.: Airport runway and surface treatment. 
See Armstrong: VlIe flottante Armstrong. 
See Barcelona: Aeropuerto nacional de Barcelona. 
See Boone, Andrew R.: Campaigning for an airport. 
See Chauchon, M.: PrOjets d'infrastructure de l'avenir. Un projet d'aero-
gare internationale. 
See Defrasse, Henri: Projet d'tle fiottante. 
See Faludi, Eugenio: Il problema degli aeroporti civili. 
See Fellows, P. A.: Selecting the airport site. 
See Goodrich, E. P.: Airports as a factor in city planning. 
See Huetter, 0.: Ut ilizzazione dei porti mercantili per la navigazione 
aerea civile. 
-- See Koepke, 0.: Eclairage d'aerodrome. 
I 
I 
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AIRPORTS. See Miles, R. R.: City and federal governments cooperate in 
creating extensive airport, San Diego, Calif. 
See Olmsted, H. M.: Airport and the municipality. 
See Rocca, Carlo: Progres de l'aviation civil en Italie. 1. Creation de 
nouveaux aeroports modeles. 
See Rocco, Emi lio: Idroaviazione. Idroporti di alcune linee civile 
itaJiane. 
See Socicta Italiana Servizi Aerei: Relazione su uno speciale tipo di 
idroscalo fl.uviale per la linea aerea 'l'rieste-Torino della Societa ItaJiana 
Servizi Aerei di Trieste. 
Se·e Tarantini, Lelio: Forme e dimensioni pili opportune per campi 
d'atterramento. 
See Tarantini, Lelio: Progetto per l'aeroporto civile di Ostia. 
See Trojani, Fel ice: Apertura (li UII nuovo aeroporto in Roma per aero-
pI ani e idrovolanti. 
See Walsh, J. W. T.: Illuminating engineering. 
AIRSCREWS. See Propellers. 
AIRSIlIP hulls. See Zahm, Albert Francis, R. H. Smith, and F. A. Louden: 
Drag of C-class airship hulls of various fineness ratios. 
AIRSHIPS. Advantages of airships. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 48 (Nov. 29, 1928), London,1lP. 1011}-102O. 
Development of the airship. 
Science n. s., Vol. 68 su pp. 10-12 (July 6, 1928), Garrison, N. Y. 
Few ancestors of Germany's Graf Zeppelin. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 99 (Nov. 10, 1928), New York, pp. 62-70. 
Flying hotel. 
Living Age, Vol. 334 (Jan. 15, 1928) , New York, p. 179. 
Flying hotels to ferry the Atlantic. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 96 (Feb . 18, 1928), New York, PP. 52-54, ill. 
Liners of the sky. 
Review of Reviews, Vol. 78 (Nov. 1928), New York, pp. 528-529, ill 
Little sisters and aunts of Zeppelins. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 99 (Nov. 24,1928), Now York, pp. 48- 50. I I 
Luxuries aboard an air liner. 
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engine research. 
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COMTE ZEPPELIN. See R. V.: Le nouveau dirigeable rigide "Comte-Zeppelin." 
CONGO. See Van Crombrugge, R.: L'aviation au Congo. Ses debuts. La 
ligne aerienne Roi Albert. 
CONGRESSO I NTERNATIONALE DI NAVIGAZIONE AEREA. Collectanea aeronautica 
(Ministero dell'aeronautica; IV congresso internationale cli navigazione aerea; 
Roma, 24-30 ottobre 1927-Vo). Vol. I e II pubblicati per cura del prof. L. 
Silla. 
Roma, tip. del Senato di O. Bru:di, 1927, 2 voll., pp. viil, 462; xv, 105, 80, 8, 10 con tavola . 
Vol. I : Crocco, G. A., L'equivalenza degJi aerei . Meditazioni eli aero-
nautica comparata. Capetti, A., Fenomeni dovuti all' inerzia nella alimenta-
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G., Le nubi cirriformi. Cisotti, U., Una notevole eccezione del teorema di 
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responsab ilita a deU'abbandono. Almagia, R. L'esplorazione delle regioni 
artiche con gli aerei. A proposito clell' impresa Nobile-Amundsen. 
Giacomelli, R., Dispositivi per il controllo laterale e l'aumento della por-
tanza nell' ala dell'aeroplano a dell'uccello. Vol. II. D i Nola, A., Im-
portanza della medicina dell'aviazione ed organizzazione del servizio 
sanitario aeronautico. Casella, B., Alcune osservazioni sulle reazioni 
vestibolari nei piloti di aviazione. Talenti, C., Osservazioni sanitarie su 
alcuni piloti durante i lanei di velivoli a mezzo di catapulta. Accorinti, V., 
Disturbi auricolari in aviazione. Casella, B., Rilievi e note suI servizio 
otorinolaringologico di aeronautica. Accorinti, V., Esiste una sordita 
profession ale neU'aviatore? Talenti, C., Alcune esperienze con la iperpnea 
impiegata per Ill. diagnosi interaccessuale dell' epilessia a eli stati nevrotici. 
Ferrari, Lelli F., Un tipo di ergoestesiografo utilizzabile per valutare il senso 
muscolare dei condidati al pilotaggio. Talenti, C., Sulla gittata pulsatoria 
del cuore nell'aria rarefatta. Ferrari, Lelli L., Modifieazioni fisiologiche 
dell'organismo umano durante il yolo. Principali metodi di esame per la 
scelta del pilota aeronavigante. Accorinti, V., La pro va del "bastone" 
nella scelta dei candidati a l pilotaggio aereo a dei piloti controllo. Santa-
maria, A., Le oscillazioni pulillari consecutive al riflesso fotomotore. Balla, 
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A., Le alterazioni dell'udito e dell'equilibrio nelle persone addette a sale 
prova-motore per velivoli . Balla, A., Fenomeni secondari alla rotazione 
nelle persone a tipo vagotonico ed a tipo simpaticotonico. Parodi, F., Un 
nuovo segno per la esplorazione della funzionalita del diaframma. Parodi, 
F., Compasso esploratore del dermografismo. Parodi, F. , Sull'analisi dell' 
emotivita nell'aviatore. Parodi, F. , Mioestesiometro (apparecchio per la 
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La fu nz ione t ubarica in rapporto all'aviazione. De Barbieri, A. , n dermo-
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Dell' importanza della morfologia nella medicina legale militare. Studio di 
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CONGRESSO I NTERNATIONALE DI NAVIGAZIONE AEREA. I V Congresso inter-
nazionale d i navigazione aerea organizzato dal Ministero dell' Aeronautica, 
Ufficio Aviazione Civile e Traffico Aereo, Roma, 24-30 Ottobre 1927, VI. 
Volume I , Resoconto generale. Volume II, Memorie--Sezione navigazione 
aerea, sezione turismo e propaganda, sezione giuridica. Volume III, 
Memorie--Sezione tecnica. Volume I V, Memorie--Sezione scientifica ed 
aerologica, sezione medica. 
Roma, Tipografta del Senato, del Dott. G. Bardi, 1928-Vr, pp. Vol. I, 468, Vol. il, 545, ills., 
Vol. nI, 550, ills. , diagrs., Vol. IV, 687, ills. , diagrs., tabls. 
See B6hm, A. R.: Die wissenschaftlichen Referate auf dem IV. Int er-
nationalen Kongress in Rom. 
See Gray, Ezio M.: Il turismo aereo. Relazione al I Ve congresso inter-
nazionale di navigazione am·ea. 
See Marghieri, Alberto: I ntol'llo al recente IV Congresso Internazionale 
di Navigaz ione Aerea. 
See Musto, C.: n diritto aeronautico nel suo processo formativo autonomo 
c nei lavori del IV Congresso Internazionale di Navigazione Aerea in ordine 
di diritto pubbli co . 
CONSTANTIN. Le pl'obleme de la propulsion des navires par Ie vent. Les rotors 
Flettner et les turbines eoliennes. 
La Nature, No. 2776 (ler jan. 1928), Paris, pp. 14-17, ill., grapbs. 
CONSTRUCTION. See Petersen, P.: Wirtschaftlichkeit im Flugzeugbau. 
CONTESTS. S ee Seewald, F., H. Blenk and F. Liebel's : The 1926 German 
seaplane contest. Part I : Lessons taught, by F. Scewald; Part II : Method 
of rating, by H . Blenk and F. Liebel's. 
CONTROL. See Jones, B. Melvill: Research on the control of aeroplanes. 
-- See Marsh, W. Lockwood : Research on the control of aeroplanes. 
COOLING. See Rubbra, A. A.: Water-cooled aero engines. 
See Weick, Fred E.: Drag and cooling with various forms of cowling fo r 
a "Whirlwind /I engine in a cabin fuselage. 
CooP, ERNESTO. Circostanze della guerra aerea, e tendenze che possono rile-
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ton, March 1928, pp . 7, diagrs., tabls. 
Technical Notes No. 280. Drag of exposed fittings and surface irregular-
ities all airplane fuselagcs, by D onald H. Wood. 
National Advisory Committee Cor Aeronautics, March 20, 1928 (mimeographed), Washing-
ton, March 1928, pp. 10, ill., tabls. 
Technical Notcs No. 281. A comparison of p ropeller and centrifugal 
fan s for circulating the a ir in a wind tunnel, by Fred E. Weick. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, l\IIartb 27, 1928 (mimeographed), Washing-
tOD, March 1928, pp. 7, ill., tabls. 
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NATIONAL ADVISO.RY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. T ech ni cal Notes No. 282. 
Corrosion embrittlement of duralumin. I. 
Practical aspects of the problem, by Henry S. Rawdon. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, April 9, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
April 1928, pp. II, ill ., diagrs. 
Technical Notes No. 283. Corrosion embt"ittlement of duralumin. 
II. Accelerated corrosion tests and the behavior of high-strength aluminum 
alloys of different composit ions, by Henry S. R awdon . 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, April 17, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
April 1928, pp. 38, ill. 
T echnical Notes No. 284. Corrosion embrittlement of duralumin. 
III. Effect of the previous t reatment of sheet material on the susceptibili ty 
to this type of corrosion, by Henry S. Rawdon. 
National Advisor y CommiLtee {or AeronautiCS, April 2<1, 1928 (mimeographed) , Washington, 
Apri l 1928, pp. 24, ill . 
T echn ical Notcs No. 285. Corrosion embrittlement of duralumin. 
IV. The use of protective coatings, by Henry S. Rawdon. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, May I , 1928 (mimeographed) , Washington, 
April 1928, pp. 31, ill. 
T echnical Notes No. 286. Preliminary investigation on boundary layer 
control by means of suction and pressure with the U. S. A. 27 a irfoi l, by 
E . G. Reid and M. J. Bamber. 
National Advisory Committee {or Aeronautics, May 8, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
May 1928, pp. 18, ill., diagrs. 
T echnical Notes No. 287. A dangerous seaplane landing condition, by 
Thomas Carroll. 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, May 15, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
May 1928, pp. 3. 
Technical Notcs No. 288. The reaction on a float bottom when making 
contact with water at high speeds, by II. C. Richardson . 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, May 22,1928 (mimeographed), Washington , 
May 1928, pp. 4, ills ., diagrs. 
Technical Notes No. 289. Preliminary biplane tests in the variable 
density wind Lunnel, by James M. Shoemaker. 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, June 19, 1928 (mimeograpbed), Washington , 
June 1928, pp. IS, ills., diagrs ., tahls. 
T echnical Notes No. 290. Welding of high chromium steels, by W. B. 
Miller. 
National Advisor y Committee for AeronautiCS, June 26,1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
Juno 1928, pp. 13. 
T echnical Notes No. 291. Gluing practice at aircraft manufacturing 
plants and repair stations, by T. R . Truax. 
National Advisory Committee {or AeronauUcs, July lO, 1928 (mimeograplled) , Washington, 
Jul y 1928, Pil. 11, ill. 
Technical Notes No. 292. The drag of a J - 5 radial a ir-cooled engine, by 
Fred E. Weick. 
Natioual Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, July 24,1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
July 1928, pp. 4, ill., diagr. 
Technical Notes No. 293. T he formation of ice upon exposed parts of an 
airplane in flight, by Thomas Carroll and Wm. H . McAvoy. 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, Jul y 31,1928 (mimeographed), WAShington, 
Jul y 1928, pp. 10, ill. 
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE lWR AERONAUTICS. Technical Notes No. 
294. Wind tunnel forcc tcsts in wing systems through la rge angles of at-
tack, by Carl J. Wen zinger and Thomas A. Ha rris. 
National Advisory Committee ror Aeronautics, Aug. 21,1928 (mimoographed), Washington, 
August 1928, pp . 7, ill., diagrs. 
Technical Notes No. 295 . The effect of tip shields on a horizontal tail 
surface, by Paul V. Dronin, and Earl 1. Ramsden and George J. Higgins. 
National Advisory CommiUoo ror Aeronautics, Aug. 28, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
Augnst 1928, pp. 10 ills., diagrs., tabls. 
Technical Notes No. 296. Bearing strength of wood under steel aircraft 
bolts and washers and other factors influencing fitting design, by G. W. 
Trayer. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Oct. 16, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
October 1928, pp. 25, ill., tabls., diagrs. 
T echnical Notes No. 297. Preliminary report on the fiat-top lift curve as a 
factor in control at low speed, by Montgomery Knight and Millard J . 
Bamber. 
National Advisory CommiUee for Aeronautics, Sept.lB, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
September 1928, pp. 10, diagrs., tabls. 
Techni cal Notes No. 298. The determination of several spray character-
istics of a high-speed oil engine injection system with an oscilloscope, by 
Chester W. Hicks and Charles S. Moore. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Sept . 29, 1928 (mimeograpbed), Wasi1ington, 
September 1928, pp. 11, ill. 
Technical Notes No. 299. The effect of fillets between wings and fuselage 
on the drag and propulsive efficiency of an airplane, by Melvin N. Gough. 
Nationa l Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Oct. 23, 1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
October 1928, pp. 4, ill., diagrs. 
T echn ical NoLes No. 300. The variation in pressures in the cockpit of an 
airplane in flight, by Thomas Carroll and William H. McAvoy. 
National Advisory Committee ror Aeronautics, Nov. I, HI28 (mimeographed), Wasbington, 
November 1928, pp. 6, ill ., diagrs. 
Technical Notes No. 301. Drag and cooling with various forms of 
cowling for a "Whirlwind" engine in a cabin fuselage, by Fred E. Weick. 
National Advisory Committee ror Aeronautics, Nov.lO, 1928 (mimeographed), Wasbington, 
November 1928, pp . 25, ill., tabls.; Appendix pp. [21. 
Third annual aircraft engineering research conference under the auspices of 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Langley Field, Va., May 15, 
1928. 
National Advisory Committeo for Aeronautics, circular letter, Washington, May 2, 1928, 
pp.2. 
Third annual Aircraft Engineering Research Conference under the auspices 
of National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Langley Field, Va., 
May 15, 1928. Including program. 
National Advisory Committee (or AeronautiCS, May 2,1928 (mimeographed), Washington, 
pp.4. 
See Mastromatteo, V.: Sull' applicazione del metodo dell' allungamento 
virtu ale alla determinazione delle caratteristiche del propulsore. 
See Weick, Fred E.: The new N. A. C. A. low-drag cowling. 
NATIONAL AERONAUTIC ASSOCIATION. The NAA convention. 1928 annual 
meeting attended by representative gathering. 
Aeronautic Review, Vol. 6, No. 9 (Sept. 1928), Wasbington, D .O., pp. 132-134, ill. 
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NA'l'IONAL Am RACES. Complcte rcsuHs of National Air Races. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 13, No.4 (Oct. 1928), New York, pp. 73(}-'736 . 
Lessons from the 1928 national air races. 
Aero Digest, Vol 13, No.4 (Oct. 1928), New York, pp. 722, 727, 851, ill. 
Lessons of the national air races. 
Literar y Digest, Vol. 98 (Sept. 29,1928), New York, p . 12, map. 
The national air races. 
Aeronautic Review, Vol. 6, No . 9 (Sept. 1928), Washington, D. C., pp. 130, 135-138. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No . 5 (Aug. 4, 1928), New York, pp. 40(}-.401, 424-425, ill., map . 
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The 1928 National air mccs and aeronautical exposition. Mines Field, 
Los Angeles, September 8-10. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 13, No.2 (Ang. 1928) , New York, pp. 278, 280, map . 
The U. S. National air races and aero show. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 42 (Oct. 18, 1928), London, pp. 904-905, 926, ill. 
NATIONAL Am TouH. The National Air Tow'. 
'rhe Acroplane, Vol. 35, No.8 (Aug. 22, 1928), London, pp. 368, 370. 
Rules for the Fourth annual air tour, June 30 to July 28. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No. 0 (June 1928), New York, pp. 1002-1006. 
Rules of the 1928 National Air Tour. 
A viation, Vol. 24, No. 22 (May 28, 1928), New York, pp. 1522, 1541- 1548. 
NAUDIN, RAOUL. Annuaire de l'a6ronautique 1927. 
Paris, Roum, 1928, pp. 800. 
NAVAL aeronautics. Aerial navies. 
World's Work, Vol. 57 (Dec. 1928), Garden City, N. Y., pp. 12(}-'121. 
See Frochot: L'aviation maritime. 
See Lega, Vittorio: Le possibilita del volo rasente nell'attacco contro navi 
da s uper ficie. 
See Ma ugeri , Franco: L'attacco aereo contro navi. 
NAVIGATION. Arbeiten zur Luftnavigierung. 
Munchcn, R. Oldcnbourg, pp. 63, ills. 
See Daguaux, J.: Note s Lir un probleme de navigation. 
See Direction finding: D irection finding in navigation. 
See Dreisonstoek, Joseph Young: Navigation tables for mariners and 
aviators. Published by the Hydrographic Office under authority of the 
Secretary of the Navy. 
-- See Mader, Martin : Borgerate im Verkehrsfiugzeug. 
-- See Roder Hermann: Navigation ohne Erdsicht bei Nebel und tiber 
Wolken. 
See Salle: Note sur les compas d'aviation. 
See Weems, Philip Van Horn: Line of position book; a short accurate 
method using Ogura's altitude tables and R ust's modified azimuth diagram 
See Weems, Philip Van Horn: Star-altitude curves for obtaining a fi x, 
given only the Greenwich siderial time and the observed altitudes of two 
stars. 
S ee Wiley, H. V.: Better navigation . 
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NAVY DEPARTMENT. See United States Congress: Navy Department appro-
priation bill U)21l. Supplemetltal hearing bdore subcommittee of House 
Committee on appropriations ... in charge of the Navy Department 
appropriation bill for 1929. Rigid airships. Seventieth Congress, first 
session. 
NEELY, FREDERICK R. The Air Corps promotion list problem. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.2 (July 9,1928), New York, pp. 104-105, 137-139, ill . 
The Berl iner monoplane. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.4 (July 21, 1028), New York, pp. 258, 288-296, ill . 
Cowli ng of air-cooled radial engines develops enormous increase in speed . 
Aeronautic Review, Vol. 6, No. 11 (Nov. 1928), Was]llngton, D. C., pp. 172, 182, ill . 
Frederick R. Neely appoin ted general manager of NAA. 
Aeronautic Hevicw, Vol. 6, No. 10 (Oct. 1928), Washington, D . C., p. 155, port. 
Parachutes in civil I1nd commercia l aviation. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 11 (Scpt. 8, 1928). New York, pp. 811, 834, 836, ill. 
NEGRO, PIERO [Pierre Ia PipeJ. Nidi d' aqu ila [L'aviazione in Itali a daW epoca 
leggendaria al 1927J. 
Torino, tip. C. Valentino c C ., 1927, Pl'. 179. 
NEHRING, JOIIANNES. Fluger[ahrungell mit dem Versuchssegelflugzeug "Storch" 
del' Flugtechnisehen Abtei lung der Rhon-Rossitten-Gesellschaft. 
Zeitschr. Flugt. Motorluflscb., 19. Jahrg., HelL 1 (14. Jan. 1928), Miinchen und Berlin , p. 12. 
See Lippiseh, A., F. Stammer lind J. Nehring: Versuche mit neuart igen 
Flugzeugtypen. Mitteil ung des Forschungsinstituts der Rhon-Rossitten-
Ges. von A. Lippisch, Wasserkuppe CRhon), mit Flugerfahrungen von F. 
Stammer und J. Nehring. 
NELSON, WILLIAM. P revention of corrosion in instruments. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 17 (Oct. 20, 1928), New York, pp. 1260, 1276, 1278, ill. 
NEON. See Lighting: New neon light for aviation . 
See Sueler, Murray Fraser: Airmen 01' Noahs. Fail' play for our airmen. 
The great "Neon" air myth exposed. 
NEUL1, N . Un impol'tante problema sui motori a vento. 
L' Aorotcehnica, Vol. 8, No.6 (Giugno ]928), Anno 6, Pisa, pp. 385-414, ills., diagrs., labls. 
NETHERLANDS. Trade-register for the Netherlands. 
Aeronautica, Vol. 2, No.4 (April 1928), Amsterdam, 56Ib]. 
See Holland: Les grancls projets hollandais. 
NEUMANN, Kum.'. The Diesel as a vehicle engine. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 'l'cchnical Memorand ums No. 467, June 
1928, Washington, pp. 34, diagrs ., tabls. 
l<' rolD ZcitschrHI des Vereines deutscher Ingcnieurc, May 28, 1927. 
NEVILL, JOHN T. The Aero Craft" Aero Coupe." 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 23 (JUDe 4,1928), New York, pp. 1597, 1627- 1630, ill . 
The Detroit air-olympics. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 22 (May 28,1928), New York, pp. 1520, 1548-1549. 
The Eastman flying boat. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.1 (July 2, 1928), New York, pp. 30, 54-56, ill. 
The National Air Tour. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.4, 5 (Ju ly 21, 28,1928), New York, pp. 261,282-284,341, 341-343, ill. 
The 1928 National Air Tour. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.2 (July 9, 1928), New York, I>P. 108-109, ill. 
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NEVILL, JOHN T. Regarding the National Air Tour. 
Aviaiion, Vol. 25, No.9 (Aug. 25, 1928), Now York, pp. 5lH, 611-614. 
Wanted-Suitable 1929 air tour fOl"mula. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 19 (Nov. 3, 1928), New York, pp. 1402-1403, 1444-1450, ill. 
With the National Air Tonr. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.3 (July 16, 1928), New York, pp. 1S1H81, ill. 
NEVILLE, LESLIE E. The" New Standard." 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 12 (Sept . 15, 1928), New York, pp . 864-865, 892-898, ill. 
The original Wright biplane. 
Aviaiion, Vol. 25, No. 23 (Dcc. I, 1928), New York, pp. 1724-1726, ill ., diagr. 
The Sikorsky S- 38. 
AviaLion, Vol. 25, No . 5 (Jul y 28,1928), Now York, pp. 328-329, 343-347, ill. 
NEW BRUNSWICK. See Fuchs, John: Aero Club of New Brunswick. 
NEW, HARRY S. Statement of Postmaster General Harry S. New, covering the 
ach ievements and concrete resu lts which have marked the [air mail) service. 
Congressional Rccord, Vol. 69, No. 129 (May IS, 1928), Washington, pp. 9121-9123. 
NEW YORK. Airports for New York. 
OuLlook, Vol. 148 (Jao. 4, 1928), New York, p. 14. 
NEWARK, N. J. The Newark airport. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 26 (Dec. 22, 1928), New York, pp. 2038-2039, ill. 
NEWEJ.L, J. S. The design of airplane wing beams. 
Proceedings of Lhe American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 54, No.3, Part 1 (March 1928), 
New York, pp. 725-787, ill. 
NICHOLAS. See Nobile: General Nobile's first flight. 
NICOLO, GALAN'I'E. Nota sui calcolo dei lunghi prismi compressi secondo I ' asse. 
IV Congrcsso Internazionale di Navigazione Acren, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. IL[, Roma, 
1928, pp. 223-229, ill. 
NmSSEL, A. L'aviation milit.aire. L 'aeronautique en temps de guerre. 
L' A~rophile, Xle Sa lon de l 'a~ronautique , 29 juin-1S juil. 1928), Paris, pp. 1-8. 
La maitrise de I' air. 
Paris, Perrin et C'ic., pp. 250. 
NIGHT flying. Nav igation cle mlit. 
La Nature, No. 2770 (15 fev. 1928), Paris, p. 187. 
See Kohl, II.: EntwicklungsgrunclJagen fur clen Nachtflug. 
See Ladcmann, Robert W. E.: Zur Nacht- und Ne/)ellandung. 
NIGllT observations. See Eales, E. N., and D. M. Borden: Wind-tunnel test. of 
1/20 scale model of the Materiel Division Night Observation Airplane. 
NILES, A. S. The computat.ion of truss deflections by the method of elastic 
weights. 
Air Corps Information Circular, Vol. 7, No . 620 (Aug. 15, 1928), Washington, GO\'crDment 
Printing OlIioo, 1028, pp. 16, ills., talJls. 
Precise formulas for restrained beam with axial load of compressiol' , equal 
end moments and two symmetrically placed side loads. 
Air Corps Information Circular, Vol. 6, No. 591 (Sept. 15, 1927), Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1927, pp. 2. 
NILES, jr., A. S., and E. C. FHEIL. Progress reports on experimental meta l spars. 
Air Corps InformaLiou Oircu lar, Vol. 6, No . 591 (Aug. 20, 1927), Washington, Go\·crnment 
Printing Office, 1927, PP. 24, ills., Labls. 
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NlLES, jr., A. S. Tests on 6)4 inch metal spars. Appendix I. Logs of tests Oli 
G%-inch spars. Appendix II. Requirements for experimental metal spars 
for pursuit and observaLion loadings. 
Air Corps Information Ci rcular , Vol. 7, No. 622 (Aug. 15, 1928), Washington, Un ited States 
Government Printing Office, 1929, pp. 50, ills., diagrs., tabls. 
1927. Aircraft year book 1927. 
New York, AeronautiC!lI Chamber of Commerce. 
Aviation 's big year. 
Review of Reviews, Vol. 77 (Jan. 1928), New York, pp. 90-91, ill. 
Looking back at 1927. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No.1 (Jan. 2,1928), New York, pp. 22-25, 50-54, ill. 
P rivate fly ing in 1927. 
Fligbt, Vol. 20, No.1 (Jan. 5, 1928), London, pp . 7-8. 
See Van clen Abeelen , W. P . : On 1927. 
See Warner, Edward Pearson : Aviation in 1927. 
1928. Aircraft year book 1928. 
New York, 'rhe AeronautiC!lI Chamber of Commerce of America, 1928, pp. !i51. il l 
Ancl what of 1928? 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No.1 (Jan. 2,1928), New York, pp. 2(j-28, ill. 
The 1928 national air races. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 13 (Mar. 26, 1928) , New York, pp. 773, 800. 
1928 to be an airship year. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 98 (Aug. 18, 1928), New York, pp. 56-59. 
See R eimbert, J .: Annuaire de l 'aeronautique 1928. 
1953. Modern Jules Verne pictures air t ravel in 1953. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 97 (May 12, 1928), New York, pp. 62-66. 
NISlDA, K<lKl. See Terada, Torahiko, Mituo Tamano and K<lki Nisida: On 
gustiness of winds. 
NOBILE. General Nobile's first flight. 
Nature, Vol. 122, No. 3064 (July 21, 1928) , London, p. 105. 
See Tornberg: Eigene Erlebnisse auf der schwedischen Nobile-Hilfsexpe-
clit ion. 
NOBILE, U~mEnTo. La consegna della targa d' onore al Gen. Nobile. 
L'Aerotecbn ica, Vol. 8, N. 4 (Aprile 1928), (Anno 6), Piss, pp. 286-290, ill. 
II Gen. Nobile e la sua impresa polare. 
L'Aerotecbnica, Vol. 8, N. 5 (Mag. 1928), (Anno 6), Piss, pp. 297-298. 
I n volo alia conquista del segreto polare. 
Milano, A. Mondadori, 1928. 
See Arnesen, Ocld: "Italia"- tragedien p1\. mert hold. 
See Giudisi, Davicle: The tragedy of the Italia; with the r escuers to the 
red tent. 
NOISE. See Tucker, W. S.: The probJem of noise in civil aircra ft and the possi-
bilities of its elimination. 
NOMENCLATURE. See Engineer: Air or ground engineer. 
NOUTII POLE. D'Amerique en Europe par Ie P<lIe Nord. 
L' Aerouautique, lOme an nee, No. 108 (mai 1928), Paris, p. 146. 
See Arnesen, Ocld: "Italia"-tragedien p1\. n!ert hold. 
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NORTH POLE. See Nobile, Umber to: In yolo alia eonquista del segrcto polare. 
See WiJkins : Le raid polaire de Wilkins. 
S ee Gamble, C. F. Snowden: The story of a North Sea air station. 
NORTHAMPTON. Northampton air pageant a successful debu t. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 40 (Oct. 1, .1928), London, pp. 854-858, ill. 
NORTHERN LAND. See Nobile: General Nobile's first flight. 
NOVILLE, G. O. Crash! 
Scient. Amer., Vol. 138 (Jan. 1928), New York, pp. 13-15, ill. 
NUNGESSER. See Atlantic flight: What Nungesser's mother thinks of ocean 
flights. 
NUTT, ARTHUR. The Curtiss" Challenger." 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 11 (Sept. 8,1928), New York, pp . 808-809, 838-842, ill. 
The new Curtiss (( Chieftain. " 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 20 (May 14, 1928), New York, pp. 1364-1355, 1399-1403, ill. 
o 
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Report of tbe Aeronautical Research Institute, 'l'okyo Imperial University, No. 47 (Vol. 4, 6), 
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OBATA, J UICRI, and YAREI YOSIDA. An electrical indicator for high-speed 
internal-combustion engines. 
Report of the Aeronautical Research Institnte, Tokyo Imperial University, No. 28 (Vol. 2, 
14), (Dec. 1927), TOkyO, pp. 397-405, ills. 
OCEAN fl ying. See IClissncr, H. G.: Das wirtschaftl iche Oz.cannugzcug. 
See Lehmann, Otto: Ozeanflug-Problem und drohende Ozeanflug-Psychose. 
See Lindbergh, Charles Augustus: De technische voorbereiding van 
Lindbergh's oceaanvlucht. 
See Tschudi, V.: Ozeanfltige. 
See Weyl, Alfred Richard: Technische Grundlagen des Transozeanliuges. 
OCKEH, WILLIAM C. Why instruments seem to fail in fog. 
Aeronautic Review, Vol. 6, No. 11 (nov. 1928), Washington, D. C., p. 174, ill. 
ODDONE, EMILIO. Sulla teoria dei barografi altimetrici e su di un apparecchio 
per la loro verifica nei campi d' aviazione. 
Ministero dell' Aeronautica, Notiziario Technico di Aeronautica, Anno 6, N. 7 (Lnglio 1928), 
Roma, pp. 2&-48, ills. 
OJo'ENSTEIN, C. L. About glue and gluing practice. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 27 (Dec. 29,1928), New York, pp. 2099, 2112-2118, ill. 
How to splice a wooden wing beam. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.4 (July 21,1928), New York, pp. 259, 28&-287, dingr. 
Notes on airplane tail surfaces. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 12 (Sept. 15,1928), Ncw York, p. 868. 
The repaiT of damaged fuselage members. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.6 (Aug . 4,1928), New York, pp. 403, 430-432, diagr. 
OFFERMANN, E. The cells of giant airplanes. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Technical Memorandums No. 478, Septem-
ber 1928, Washington, pp. 16, ill., dingrs., tnbls. 
f rom OlIermann's "Riesenllugzcuge," 1927, 
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01"1'EHMAN, E. Gedanken und Ideen zur "Ila" 1928. 
Zoitschr. Flugt.l\lotorluClscb., 19. Jabrg., nelt 23. u. 24 (20. Dez.1928), Muncboll und Berlin, 
pp. 538-545, ills. 
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OIL cooler. See Vickers-Potts: The Vickers-Potts oil cooler. 
OIL engines. See Chorlton, A. E . L . : Oil engines for aircraft and ra ilways. 
See Hicks, Chester W., and Charles S. Moore: The determination of 
several spray cha racterisiics of a high-speed oil engine injection system with 
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Battling for life in a blue-black sky ; H. C. Gray's altitude record. 
Pop. Mcch., \'01. 49 (Feb. 1928), Chicago, pp . 177- 179, ill. 
Captain H. Broad makes endurance record. Twenty-four hours in the 
air. 
Fligbt, Vol. 20, No. 34 (Aug. 23, 1928), London, pp. 729-730, ill . 
Condizioni per i records mondiali di aviazione. 
Rivista Aeronautica, Auuo 4, N. 4 (Aprile 1928), Roma, pp. 182-187, tabls. 
Distribution internationale des records au debut de 1928. 
L' A~ronautique lOme ann6e, No. 105 (rev. 1928), Paris, p. 30. 
New duration and speed records. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.4 (April 1928), New York, pp. 522, ill. 
New World 's record for Gipsy-Moth 119' 84 M. P. H. 
Fligbt, Vol. 20, No . 50 (Dec. 13, 1928), J-ondon, p . 1052, il. 
The new world's record for speed . 
The Aeroplane, Vol. 34, No. 14 (Apr. 4, 1928), Londou, p . 487 . 
Major de Bernardi. 
Nouveaux records de vitesse. 
La Nature, No. 2700 (Ier aout 1928) , Paris, p. 135. 
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RECORDS. R ecord d'avion Mger. 
La Nature, Nos. 2790, 2792 (ler sept-1er aout 1928), Paris, pp. 135, 228. 
Record de distance en avion leger. 
La Nature, No. 2798 (ler d6c. 1928), Paris, p. 521-
Record de dur~e sur avion lCger. 
La Nature, No. ~796 (ler nov. 1928), Paris, p . 424. 
Record de hauteur avec charge. 
La Nature, No. 2796 (ler nov. 19.!8), Paris, p. 424. 
Record du monde avec 1,000 kg. de charge. 
La Nature, No. 2780 (l er mars 11l28), Paris, p. 231. 
Le record du monde de d uree. 
La Nature, Nos. 2790, 2792 (ler sept. 1er aout 1928) , Paris, pp. 135, 223. 
Le record du monde de vitesse. 
La Nature, No. 2799 (15 d6c. 1928) , Paris, p . 569. 
Records cl'altitude en avions legers. 
La Nature, No. 2797 (15 nov. 1928), Paris, p. 471. 
Records cl'avions h~gers. 
La Nature, No. 2779 (15 16v . 1928) , Paris, p. 187. 
Records officiels du monde au 30 juin 1928. 
L'A&ophile, XIe Salon de l's6ronautique, 29 juin- 15 juil. 1928, Paris, pp. ll7- ll9. 
Stinson and Haldeman set new endurance record. Keep Stinson-Detroiter 
monoplane aloft for 53 hr. 36 m in. 30 sec. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No . 15 (Apr. 9,1928), New York, p . 892, ill . 
Tableau systematique des records du monde d 'aviation homologues au 31 
decembre 1927. 
L'A6ronalltiq lle, lOme ann6e, No. 104 (jan . 1928), Pa ris, pp. 2, supplcm6nt [1- 61, tabls . 
Three World's records for Britain. 
F light, Vol. 2Q, No. 18 (May 3, 1928), London, pp. 29S-m, ill. 
For nseful load, made by Capt. Broad. 
Two airplane records smashed on the same day. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 97 (May 12, 1928), New York, p. 62. 
See Lion, A.: Der neue deutsche Dauerflug-Weltrekord . 
RED CROSS. See Bacluel, Cesare : L' aviazione nel soccorso e I' opera delle Croci 
Rosse. 
REEVES, D ACRE 1\1. Aerial photographs. 
New York, Ronald Press Company, 1928, pp. 312. 
REGISTRATION. See Barberis, Luigi: Rcgistri di classificazione. 
REIIOE, DONAJJD. Dressing up aviation. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 20 (Nov. 10, 1928), New York, pp. 1485, 151(}-J514, ill. 
REID. The all-metal light 'plane, "Rambler." 
Fligbt, Vol. 20, No. 48 (Nov. 29,1928), JJondon, p. 1024, ill . 
The Reid reaction apparatus. Picking out the qualities that go to make 
a good pilot. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No.6 (Feb. 9, 1928) , London , pp. 80-82, ill . 
Thc Reid reacLion t ime apparatus . 
1' be Aeroplane, Vol. 31, No.7 (Feb. l5, 1928), London, pp. 206-208, ill. 
R EID, EUIOT G., an d M . .T. B AMBER. P reliminary investiga Lion on boundary 
l a~'er cOlltrol b~' means of suction ancl pressure with the U. S. A. 27 airfoi l. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1'cclmical Notes No. 286, Washington, May 
1928, pp. 18, ill., dingrs. 
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REIMBERT, J. Annuaire de l'aeronautique 1928. 
Paris, RouJI~, Mit. (various paging). 
RELF, E. F., and L. F. G. SIMMONS. A distant-reading instrument for the 
measurement of small depJacements. 
Aeronautics. Techn. Rep. Aer. Res. Comm. 1927-28, Vol. 2, London, 1928, pp. 875-878, ills. 
REL[ABIL[TY tour. The 1928 Reliability tour'. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No.3 (Jan. 16, 1928), New York, pp.146-147, ill. 
RENA[TOUR, JEAN MICUEL. II faut a la France un ministere de J'air. 
Atirouautica, Vol. 2, NO.6 (June 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 107- 108, port. 
RENAULT. Nouveau moteur Rennult 250 HP refroidi par l'ail'. 
L' A6ronautique, lOme auu6r, No. 111 (aout 1928), Paris, p. 297, ills. 
RENAULT, LOUIS. Renault et la carburation. 
L' A6rophile, 36e anu6e, Nos. 15-16 (ler-15 aout 1928), PariS, pp . xviii-xix, ills. 
RENE, COUZINET. See Serryer, J.: Rene Couzinet monoplane (French). 
RENNIE, J. D. The problem of the long-range flying boat. 
• 
Journ. Roy. Aer. Soc., Vol. 32, No. 208 (April 1928), London, pp. 264-295, ills., diagrs. 
RENTSCHLER, F. B. More about air-cooled radials. 
Aviation, Vol. 34, No. 16 (Apr. 18, 1928), London, p. 552. 
RESEARCH. Luftfahrtforschung. 
Miinchen-Berlin, R. Olden bourg. 
Research in aeronautics. 
Nature, Vol. 122, No. 3077 (Oct. 20, 1928), London, pp. 630-1i31. 
Research on air navigation. 
SCience, n. s., Vol. 68 (Aug. 31, 1928), Garrison, p. 196. 
See Wimperis, H. E.: The progress of aeronautical research in Great 
Britain. 
RESISTANCE. S ee Pasqualini, Clodoveo: La resistenza dell' aria per corpi 
sferici a media e grandissima velocita. 
RESPONSIBILITY. See Ambrosini, Antonio: La limitazione legale della re-
sponsibilita aeronautica. 
REYNEKER, F. H. Farman verkeersvliegtuig F. 180 met 2 Farman motoren 
van 500 PIC. in tandem. 
TIet Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No. 11 (Nov. 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 323-325, ill. 
De luchtvaart in 1927. 
TIet Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No. 1 (Jan. 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 2-3. 
Het nieuwe Pander vliegtuig. 
Ret Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No. 12 (Dec. 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 368-369, ill. 
Quelques remarques sur les principes formant la base pour Ia determination 
des facteurs de charge, employes dans les calculs de resistance des avions. 
IV Congresso Internazionale di Navigazione Aerea, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. TIl, Roma 
1928, pp. 467-469. 
De Ryan brougham. 
Ret Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No.4 (April 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 105-107, ills. 
De Short" Calcutta. " 
TIet Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No.4 (April 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 98-100, ills. 
Een Tsjechisch verkeersvliegtuig de Aero A-23. 
Ret Vliegveld, 12de Jaarg., No.4 (April 1928) , Amsterdam, pp. 94-96, ills. 
REYN6LDS, JOSEPH B. Equal-slope surfaces and helices by vectors. 
Lehigh University Publication, Vol. 2, No. 10 (Oct. 1928). 
The Institute of Research, Circular No. 20, Science and Teclmology, No. 15, PP. (01-406,111. 
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RHODE, R. V. Pressure distribution on wing ribs of the VE-7 and T8 airplanes 
in flight. Part II: Pull-ups. 
National Advisory Comnlittee for Aeronautics, Technical Notes No. 277, Wasbington, 
Jnnuary 1928, pp. 6, diagrs. 
RIIODE ST. GENESE, Brussels. Results of aerodynamic tests on slotted airfoils 
in the aerotechn ical laboratory (S. T. Ae.) of Rhode St. Genese, Brussels. 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Technical Memorandums, No. 449, February 
1928, Washington, pp. 10, ill ., diagrs., tabls . 
F rom Bulletins Nos. 1 and 4, Apri l and July, 1927 of tbe " Service Technique de L'A~ro­
nautique BeIge." 
RHODESIA. See Bourne, R . : Aeriel survey in relation to t he economic develop-
ment of new countries with special reference 1;~1 Q 11 investigation carried 
out in Northern Rhodesia. 
RHON. Ausschreibung des Rhon-Segelftug-Wettbewerbs 1928. 
Zeitscbr. Flugt. Motorluftsch., 19. Jahrg., Heft 6 (28. M~ .. 1928) Munchen und Berlin, 
pp. 129-132. 
See Hiibner, W.: T echnical progress shown in the 1927 Rhon soaring-
flight contest. 
See Pilgrim, M. v.: Technische Fortsschritto beim Rhon-Segelflug-
wettbewerb 1928. 
See Schreiber, D . : 9. RhOn-SegelfJ.ug-Wettbewerb 1928. 
See Stamer, Fritz: F lugerfahrungen mit dem Versuchssegelflugzeug 
"Ente" del' F lugtechnischen Abteilung del' Rhon-Rossitten-Gesellschaft . 
RICCI, CARLO LUIGI. Condizioni di efficienza del diedro trasversale negli aero-
pI ani. 
IV Congresso Internazionale di Navigazione Aeres, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. IV, Roma 
1928, pp. 303-304., ill. 
Sui calcoli di stabilita degli involucri dei dirigibili . 
IV Coogresso Internazionnle di Navigazione Aeres, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. IV, Roma 
1928, pp. 30&-300, W. 
RICHARDSON, HOLDEN CHESTER. Aircraft float design . 
New York, Tbe Ronald Press Company [1928], pp. vii, Ill, ills., d iagrs . 
The reaction on a float bottom when making contact with water at high 
speeds. 
Nntional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 'recbnicnl Notes No. 288, Wasbington, May 
1928, pp. 4, ills., diagrs . 
Twenty-five years of airplane design. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 23 (Dec. 1, 1928) , PI). 171G- 1719, Ill . 
RICHMOND, V. C., Developments in rigid-airship construction. 
Engineering, Vol. 125, No. 3248 (April 13, 1928), London, pp. 447-459, ill. 
Engineer, Vol. 145, No. 3770 (April 13, 1928), London, pp. 4)(HI2, ill. 
Full-scale pressure plotting experiments on hull and fins of H. M . A. R. 33. 
Aeronautics. 'recbn. Rep. Aer. Res. Comm. 1926-27, Lo ndon, 1928, pp. 490-515, ills ., 
diagrs., tabls. 
RICIITHOFEN, MANFELD VON. See Schreiber, D. : Manfred von Richthofen 
zum Gedacbtnis. 
RIEDINGER. Riedinger. 
F lug-Wocha, 10. Jabrg., lIert 9,1928, Berlin, pp. 247-248, ills. 
RIGID airships. See Airships. 
RINGK, - VON. Die Herrichtung des Rollfeldes fiiI' den Landflughafen Stettin. 
Zeitscbr. F lugt . Motorluftscb., 19. Jabrg., Hert 3 (14. Feb. 1928) , Mi1nchen und Berlin, 
pp.59-63. 
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RIVERS, J. G. Aviation in Alaska. 
Aeronautic Review, Vol. 6, No. 10 (Oct. 1928), Washington, D. C., p. 154. 
RrVE'l'S: See Gabrielli, Giuseppe: Sul comportamento della chiodatura tra 
lamiere in dural di piccolo spessore. 
ROBERTSON, F. A. DE V. The Air Defence exercises. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No . 34 (Aug. 23,1928), London, pp. 721-728, ill. 
The air manaeuvers. Great war between East land and Westland. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 33 (Aug. 16, 1928), London, pp. 715--717, ill . 
Airships. His Majesty's Airship R. 10I. 
F light, Vol. 20, No. 35 (Aug. 30, 1928), London, pp. 741-746, ill. 
The attempt on the world's speed record. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 45 (Nov . 8, 1928), London, pp. 965--967, ill., maps. 
Aviation in Australia. 
F ligbt, Vol. 20, No. 20 (May 17,1928), London, pp. 344--354, ill., map. 
Aviation in Canada. 
F light, Vol. 20, No. 38 (Sept. 20, 1928), London, pp. 79B-S13, ill., map. 
Functions of service aircraft. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No . 26 (June 26, 1928), London, pp. 484--487, ill . 
H. M . airship R. 100. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No . 28 (July 12,1928), London, p. 595. 
Sir Philip Sassoon's eastern tour. 
F light, Vol. 20, No. 47 (Nov. 22, 1925), London, p. 1002. 
ROBILLARD, ROBERT E., and R oy A. MILLER. Full scale tests of the semirigid 
airship RS-l. 
Air Corps Information circular, Vol. 7, No . 619 (Aug. 15, 1928) , Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1929, pp. 51, ills., tabls., disgrs. 
R OBIN. See Osborn, Robert R.: The Curtiss "Robin." 
ROBIN, M . Caicul des performances d'un avion dont Ie moteur est a couple 
variable suivant une loi quelconque avec l'altitude et 10. vitesse de rotation. 
L ' A~rophilo, 36c ann~e, Nos. 1-2 (lor-IS jan. 1928) , Paris, pp. 17-20, ills. 
ROBINSON. S ee Bouman, L. F .: lets over den Robinson richtingzoeker. 
ROCCA, CAm,o. Progres de l'av iation civile en Italie. 1. Creation de nO ll veaux 
aeroport modeles. 
Les statistiques des transports a6riens commcrciaux. 
Aeronautics, Vol. 2, No. 11 (Nov. 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 210-225, map. 
Rocco, E1.III,IO . ldroaviazione. ldroporLi cli alcllne linee civ ili iLllliane. 
IV Congresso IuternRzioneale di Navigazioue Aeroo, Roma, 24--30 Ott. 1927, Vol.lI, Romo. 
1928, pp. 294-304, ills. 
ROCHFORD, DANIEL. Student tmining. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No . 26 (Dec. 22, 1928), New York, pp. 204 1,2055, 205lJ, dingr. 
ROCKETS. The rocket airplane. 
Mech . Eng., Vol. 50, No.7 (July, 1928), New York, pp. 573-574. 
Will rocket planes reach the stars? 
Pop. Mech., Vol. 50 (Nov. 1928), Chicago, PP. 717-720, ill . 
S ee E snault-Pelterie, R.: L'exploration p ar fusees de 10. tres haute atmos-
phere et 10. possibilite des voyages interplanetaires. 
-- See Koepke, C.: Sur l 'utilisation des appareils lance-messages et lance-
fusees Kunzer. 
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ROCKETS. See Lademann, Robert W. E.: ,Das Rak-Auto und seine Vorganger! 
-- See Lademann, Robert W. E.: Rund um die Rakete. 
See Lademann, Robert W. E.: Die wissenschaftliche Bedeutung des 
Ruckstossers. 
See Scherschevsky, A. B.: Die Rakcte fU r Fahrt Ul1d Flug. 
See Semper, M. G.: Die Rakete. 
See Senfileben, H. A.: Zur Frage del' Wirtschaftlichkeit des Raketenan-
triebes ful' irdische Fahrzeuge. 
See Senftleben, H. A.: Zur Mechanik del' Weltraumraketen. 
ROE, A. V. British aviation's banquet to Mr. A. V. Roe, O. B. E. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 24 (June 14, 1928), Loudon, pp. 449-450. 
RODER, HERMANN. Die Bedeutung der Ozeanfltige fur die Wirtschaftlichkeit 
del' Luftverkehrs. 
Flugwoche, 10. Jabrg., HeCt 8, 1928, Berlin, pp. 19&-199. 
Navigation ohne Erdsicht bei Nebel und tiber Wolken. 
Der LuCtweg, Heft IS, Jahrg. 1928,10. (Aug. 1928). Berlin·Muncheu, pp. 163-164.. 
Zur Frage des Hohenfiuges im Luftverkehr. 
Flug·Wocbe, 10. Jabrg., Heft 11, 1928, Berlin, p. 244, ill. 
ROMER, B. VON. Prospective development of giant airplanes. 
National Advisory CommitteG for Aeronautics, Technical Memorandums No. 463, May 
1928, Washington, pp . 7, ill . 
From "Luftfahrt," October 22,1927. 
ROGERS, B. Are you a pilot? increasing popularity of privately owned planes. 
Sunset, Vol. 61 (Nov. 1928), San ]<'rancisco, pp. 30-33, ill. 
ROGERS, LEIGHTON W. Government assistance for aeronautic exporters. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No. 14 (Sept. 29, 1928), New York, pp. 1010-1011, 1056, ill. 
ROGERS, W. Bucking a head wind. 
Sat. Even. Post, Vol. 200 (Jan. 28, 1928), Philadelphia, pp. ()-7. 
Flying and eating my way East. 
Sat. Even. Post, Vol. 200 (Jan. 21, 1928), PhUadelphia, pp. 3-4. 
ROGERS, WILLIAM A. A visit to French aircraft factories. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.4 (April 1928), New York, pp. 526, 700, ill . 
ROHRBACH. Rohrbach. 
Flug·Wocha, 10. Jahrg., Heft 9,1928, Berlin, pp . 248-252, ills. 
ROLLS, C. S. See Harper, IIarry: The personality of a great pioneer. Hon. 
C. S. Rolls. 
ROLLS-ROYCE. The new Rolls-Royce "F" type engine. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 18 (May 3, 1928), London, pp. 300-303, ill., dingr. 
The Rolls-Royce F. 11 and F. 12 engines. 
The Aeroplane, Vol. 34, No. 18 (May 2, 1928), London, pp. 624-628, ill. 
ROLOSON, C. L. Keystone production. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.6 (July 28,1928), New York, pp. 32()-327, 350-356, ill. 
ROMANI, ALESSANDRO. L' ascolto a I' illuminazione nei riguardi del tiro contro 
aerei. 
Rivista Aeronautica, Anno 4, N. 4 (Aprile 1928), Roma, pp. 112-142, ills. 
ROME. Iuauguration de la Jin ea aeria Roma- Barcelona. 
Iberica, Ano 16, Num. 165 (8 die. 1928), Barcelona, pp. 337-338, Ill . 
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ROME. The Rome-Brazil nonstop flight. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 28 (Jul y 12, 1928), London, pp. 594-595, ill., map. 
Capt. Ferrarin and Maj. del Prete. 
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See Trojani, Felice: Apertul'a di un nuovo aeroporto in Roma per aero-
plani e idrovolanti. 
ROOSEVELT FIELD. See Osborn, Robert R.: The Roosevelt Field runway . 
R001'S. See Schey, Oscar W., and Ernest E. Wilson : An investigation of the 
use of discharge valves and an intake control for improving the performance 
of N. A. C. A . Roots type supercharger. 
ROPER, ALBERT. La convention aerienne du 13 octobl'e 1919. Sa mise en 
vigueur. Son application. 
IV Congresso Internazionale di Navigazione Aeres, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. ll, Roma, 
1928, pp. 522-529. 
ROSE, DON. Ground flying. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.6 (June 1928) , New York, pp. 944, 1052. 
My aerial vacation. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 13, No.2 (Aug. 1928), New York, pp. 222, 360-366, ill. 
Transportation is civilization. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.3 (Mar. 19?8), New York, pp. 331, 462-463. 
Wings, wheels, or webfeet. 
Aero Digest, Vol. 12, No.4 (Apr. 1928), New York, pp. 513, 692-696. 
ROSENBLEET, AARON M. Pot.omac Flying Service, Inc. 
Aviation, Vol. 24, No. 17 (Apr. 23,1928) , New York, pp. 1146-1147, 1164-1167, 1ll. 
ROSSI, GIOVANNA. Le rotte acree attraverso l'Atlantico. 
IV Congresso Internazionale di Navigazione Aeres, Roma, 24-30 Ott. 1927, Vol. IV, Roma, 
1928, pp. 310-313. 
ROTHE, E. Ael'ologie et aerodynamique. 
Paris, Gauthier-Villars at Cie., 1928. 
ROTOR ships. See Constantin: Le probleme de la propUlsion des navires par Ie 
vent. Les rotors Flettner et les turbines 60lienncs. 
ROTTERDAM. The Rotterdam meetings. 
Flight, Vol. 20, No. 30 (July 26,1928), London, pp. 645-651, ill. 
ROTTERDAMSCHE AERO CLUB. Het luchtfestijn der R. A. C. 
Het V1iegveld, 12de Jaarg., No.8 (Aug. 1928), Amsterdam, pp. 211>-223, ills . 
ROUGHLEY, H. W. Inspection methods for Whirlwind engines. 
Aviation, Vol. 25, No.4 (July 21,1928) , New York, pp. 256-257, 296, ill. 
ROUTES. Air paths and policies. 
Living Age, Vol. 334 (Ang. 1928), Boston, pp . 1206-1212. 
See Mioche, R.: Nouveaux dispositifs de balisage des routes aeriennes. 
See Young, D . C. : Aerial highways and their marking. 
ROWE, N. E. See Jennings, W. G., N. E. Rowe, and 1. Bowen: The application 
of the algebraic formulre of R. & M. 1056 to problems of aircraft performance. 
ROWLAND, M. Airman's hymn. 
Literary Digest, Vol. 96 (Feb. 11, 1928), New York, p. 30. 
Pan American Magazine, Vol. 41 (Mar. 1928), Panama City, p. 64, ill. 
RoY, MAURICE. A propos du champ aerodynamique autour d'uue aile sus· 
tentatrice. 
L' A~rophile, 3Ge ann~e, Nos. 17-18 (ler-15 sept. 1928), Paris, pp. 277-280, ill. 
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Roy, M AURICE. Sur l'aerodynamique des ailes sustentatrices et des helices. 
Paris, Gauthier·Villars &. Cia., 1928, pp. 182, ill. 
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY. The Royal Aeronautical Society at the I nter-
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F ligbt, Vol. 20, No.4 (Jan. 26, 1928), London, p. 59. 
The Royal Air Force and British Empire air service diary 1928. 
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